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About This Game
Hear ye, hear ye! The Royal Court is going on a three-year expedition to study ruins of ancient importance! The King and his
fellow diggers have sworn off any romantic entanglements, lest you end up in the stocks! This is purely a scientific pursuit,
devoid of the carnal excuses of the flesh! While the body pines, the mind shall banquet!
Yeah, let's see how long that lasts.
Play as Hero, one of the King's fellow Not Grave Robbers as you explore the lost city of Elsinore, all the while ignoring the six
romantic love interests that have been placed in your way so particular-like. It seems that the Princess of France and her three
court maidens have also journeyed to this lost city in order to learn its secrets.
Each character that you choose to interact with has their own story for you to explore, and may or may not have a direct impact
on other stories. Will you forsake love in order to be the best student/archeologist ever? Or will you forsake the thing last said in
order to be the best kisser ever?
Gain Reputation with every character! Lose Reputation with every character! Try to please everyone!
Part Adventure game, part Dating Sim. All Shakespeare. It's the world's most epic stick figure Shakespeare dating sim
adventure game.
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Engage in witty banter over five acts as you pick and choose which of your fellow compatriots to learn about and totally
not flirt with.
SENPAI HAS NOTICED YOU! Try NOT to be noticed by the King, Princess of France, or the royal court advisor
amid your going-ons.
Learn about the history of the Elsinore Ruins or totally just try to make out with other stick figures.
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Single player mode is here!:
While we designed Carly and the Reaperman to be a two player game, we have always wanted to allow for people to play it
alone - and now you can!
Today we launched an update that adds a checkbox, both when starting a new game and continuing an old, that allows you to
start the game in "Single player mode". When doing so you will control both Carly and the Reaperman at the same time. The
exact controls used are outlined at the end of this post.
It is worth noting that some of the puzzles in the game are specifically designed for two players communicating and those
puzzles will be very easy when you play as a single player. On the other hand - some platforming challenges will be extremely
challenging when you need to both jump and build at the same time. We have not done any specific balancing for single player
mode - if you choose to play it that way, you are truly on your own...

Controls HTC Vive:. New version and a Halloween surprise:
A new version was uploaded today that fixes a long standing bug where controllers would not be properly recognized. Now all
connected controllers should show up when choosing controller in Settings, and the game should be better at choosing the best
controller as default.
There will also be a little surprise in the box of Reaperman outfits during Halloween.... Danzinger Episode 2:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o64WSlAcCh0. Barefoot Gaming reviews Carly and the Reaperman:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CtgWNX3iJWg&feature=youtu.be. Carly and the Reaperman - Escape from the
Underworld Happy Valentine Update!:
To celebrate Valentines Day, we launched a new version today with a couple of things that won't revolutionize your life, but
hopefully you'll love them anyway:

A lot of challenges have been re-balanced to be a little easier
Revamped menu when starting a new or loading an old game. It is now easier than ever to choose to play one or two
players and we have also added a Delete button so you can delete games those games you started with your old SO
The "Press this button to do that"-messages in the game are now a bit nicer looking
We added language support, which for now doesn't mean that much since the only language we've added so far is our
native tongue Swedish, but look out for more languages in the future
Lots of polishing and removing of minor issues that players have experienced
Also, as always on special occasions, there is a surprise in the costume box for all you love birs out there!. Keyboard control
got broken:
The last update fixed an issue with gamepads not being properly recognized (Yay!), but in the process we broke input from
Keyboard/Mouse (Nay!).
This important bug has now been fixed, sorry to anyone experiencing it.. Video of VRgamerdude & SilverloxVR playing
Carly and the Reaperman:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7i1qip9O0Ho&t=874s. Carly and the Reaperman is on Gameskinnys "Best Local Coop Games Released in 2018 (So Far)" list:):
https://www.gameskinny.com/ybck6/best-local-co-op-games-released-in-2018-so-far. Online multiplayer support through
Parsec:
Today we are happy to announce a cooperation with Parsec allowing you to play "Carly and the Reaperman" online with a
friend. Parsec is a software, specifically designed for gaming, that allows you to share your screen with a person in another
location and play games that normaly does not offer online gaming. You can even play the game on platforms that are not
supported but has Parsec (see https://twitter.com/i/status/1027851493142155264).
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Just follow these steps:. VRtheGamers review Carly and the Reaperman:
http://vrthegamers.com/carly-and-the-reaperman-review-theres-no-escaping-fun/#.W0TZUJ-ew0M
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